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Our 3 calls for the eurozone’s big three
All of the eurozone big three – Germany, France and Italy – will
experience a recession next year, but the strength of each economic
downturn will differ 
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1 Germany: The long transition
The war in Ukraine has been an unprecedented game-changer for the German economy. Currently
fighting with a recession on the back of high energy prices, the economy will continue to face a
long list of structural challenges over the next years, including the energy transition, changes to
globalisation, supply chain frictions, digitalisation, an ageing society and the modernisation of
Germany's infrastructure. These will cause a loss of international competitiveness but also an
opportunity for high-scale investments. In the short run, the former will outweigh the latter. As a
consequence, the recovery after the winter recession will only be subdued and there is a high risk
of a double dip next year if the energy transition hasn't been achieved. We doubt that the
government can then repeat the fiscal stimulus efforts it announced this year.

2 France: Faltering but not falling
The outlook for France in 2023 will be characterised by a marked slowdown in the economy and
higher inflation than in 2022. Changes to the tariff shield, which was implemented by the
government to freeze gas prices amid rising costs, mean energy bills will rise by 15% in 2023
compared to 4% in 2022, leading to a sharp rise in inflation. As many more general price revisions
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can only take place once a year, food and service inflation is expected to rise sharply in the first
quarter. As a result, HICP inflation is forecast to approach 6.5% on average over 2023, higher than
the 6% recorded in 2022. Economic activity will remain depressed next year due to weakening
sentiment, high energy prices impacting industrial production, rising interest rates, and declining
global growth. Accommodative fiscal policy should prevent a sharp recession, though not entirely,
and the recovery in the second half of the year will be weak. We expect GDP to contract slightly, by
-0.1%, in 2023.

3 Italy: Temporarily investing in credibility capital
The new Meloni government has so far adopted a prudent approach to fiscal policies, preferring
continuity over disruption. The draft budget, still under discussion, is a case in point. It prioritises
tackling the energy price emergency with a piecemeal approach (it is funded in deficit until the
first quarter of next year), limiting outlays for other items such as pensions, the reduction of the
tax wedge and the flat tax. Crucially, it does so while already targeting a sizeable adjustment in
2023, when the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) will still be suspended. In the year of the SGP's
reform, accumulating political credits will be essential in order to have a say in the bargaining
process. Such credibility capital might also help to manage possible issues related to the difficult
implementation of the increasingly relevant investment part of the recovery and resilience plan.
Given such a potentially high payoff, we believe the government will try to stick to prudence at
least over 1H23, accepting in the process the collateral damage of a soft recession, which might be
over in the second quarter of 2023.
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